1. Badminton is an active racket sport played between teams of _______ people (doubles) or between teams of _____ (singles).
2. Badminton uses _________________ scoring which means that one team scores every time the shuttlecock is served.
3. A team needs to reach ________ points to win the game. (By two points)
4. The first serve of a match is from the ___________ side of the court. (Right or Left)
5. If the score is 11-4 the server will be serving from the _____________ side of the court.
6. The serve must be hit diagonally over the net and over the service line. The movement must be performed ___________________ to strike the shuttlecock.
7. When the shuttlecock hits directly on a line it is called _______. (In or Out)
8. A great defensive shot to keep your team in the game is when you hit the shuttlecock high and deep in the court so that your team can get into better positions. This is called a ________________.
9. A great strategic shot to hit when your opponents are far back in their court and it takes just a slight tap on the shuttlecock is the ________ shot.
10. A hard downward overhand shot to end a point would be the ____________________.
11. The receiver of the serve should always be in the athletic ________________-position to be a great player.

12. In tennis a server gets two attempts to serve correctly. Can the server in badminton take two attempts? ______________
13. After a match all participants should___________ hands to show good sportsmanship and proper racket sport etiquette.
14. Before a match, players need to decide which team should serve first. Describe two ways to decide.

15. Can the shuttlecock hit the net on the serve? __________

16. Can a team hit the shuttlecock twice before going over the net? _________

17. Can the shuttlecock hit the net during the match? ________ (Not on the serve)

18. Describe a round robin tournament. (This is what we play in PE class)